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Amazon Gets Speedier, Pays Taxes; but what
About the Locals?
#Periscope Jon Fullmer, VivaKi staff writer - July 18, 2012

MLIVE · IL Y A 2 ANNÉES

After eighteen years in the biz, online megastore Amazon.com is finally changing its tune. Depending on where

you live, shopping in your pajamas may now cost you a little extra. The upside? You'll soon receive your items

even faster. Same-day fast, that is.

So why the change? And how will it affect online shoppers?

Well, after spending the past couple years in the judicial hot seat because of what several GOP governors believe

amounts to a form of tax evasion, Amazon finally ceded to surmounting pressure from lawmakers, politicians,

online competitors, and even local mom-and-pop stores to begin charging sales tax on all products in most

states. 
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Christie and Branstad are among about a dozen GOP governors to back
the push for online sales tax legislation. Other state leaders who are on
board include Mitch Daniels of Indiana, Paul LePage of Maine and Rick
Snyder of Michigan.

 How have they avoided charging taxes so far, you might ask?
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Currently, states cannot require online retailers to collect sales taxes
unless the companies have a physical presence in the state. Nearly a
dozen Republican governors have asked their state congressional
delegations to support legislation addressing this inequity

Below is another snapshot of the sales tax debate and States that have begun requiring Amazon to pay these

taxes.

THETRUTHABOUTAMAZON

Amazon.com Avoids Taxes | The Truth About Amazon.com

Sales Tax Avoidance Amazon has built an entire business model based on tax

avoidance, said Assembly tax committee Chairman Charles Cald...

To justify the change, which has served as a clear advantage to Amazon over brick-and-mortar stores that are

forced to charge sales tax, the world's largest virtual one-stop-shop has decided to offer customers something in

order to maintain their relevance: near-instant gratification.

CNN

Amazon to focus on same-day delivery?

(CNN) -- One of Amazon's biggest advantages over local stores

and mega-chains like Walmart is its lack of sales tax in most

states. P...
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WSJ

Tax Break Nears End For Online Shoppers

Conservative governors, joining their Democratic counterparts,

have been making deals with online retail giant Amazon.com to

collect stat...

In order to make their promise successful, Amazon will be moving its famously enormous warehouses to various

cities around the world to serve as regional distribution centers.

AKSENOVD · IL Y A 5 ANNÉES

Inside Amazon.com Warehouse

Amazon already has plans for certain cities, such as Knoxville and Detroit, in states that have suffered more than

others.

SFGATE

Michigan losing $242M in untaxed online sales

States have trouble collecting sales taxes from sellers that lack a

physical presence within their borders. And while Amazon owns Grand-H...

But all in all, Amazon has faced a tough state-by-state battle across the board in the U.S.:

THESTREET

Amazon Sales Tax: The Battle, State by State -
TheStreet

Oct 24, 2011 ... The debate, boiled down simply, is should

Amazon be required to collect sales taxes in states and what

defines a physi...
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While major chain competitors have been at the forefront of the fight against Amazon's purported scheming...
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Amazon, the online mega mall attracts the more tech smart and higher
income crowd, while the brick-and-mortar mass retailer Wal-Mart serves
the lower income and more traditional customers. However, the
evolution of consumer behavior, combined with the advance and
affordability of technology is starting to pit the two against each other.

...arguably, no one has been more deeply affected by the tax breach than local mom-and-pop stores.

SQUIDOO

Does Shopping and Selling Online Hurt The Local ... -
Squidoo

I do post items for sale on my Squidoo l. .... Jul 3, 2012 @ 8:20

am: #golf @ kentwool Only 11 days 10 hrs left to purchase your

Bubba S...

Add to the mix Amazon's recent holiday deals, which some have cited as an attempt to use brick-and-mortar

stores as an Amazon storefront...

NYTIMES

Amazon's Jungle Logic - NYTimes.com - The New York
Times

Dec 12, 2011 ... By RICHARD RUSSO ... I FIRST heard of Amazon's

new “promotion” from my bookseller daughter, Emily, in an e-mail

wi...

...and you have some unhappy businessfolk.
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And while some consumers are unhappy about the situation too, with a number of them even calling it doomsday

for small businesses...

Zack Smith
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Insane... Brick and Mortar retail is dead... or soon to be if Amazon does
this lol

Adam Nash
@adamnash
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Be careful what you wish for. Traditional retailers force Amazon to pay
sales tax, thus likely sealing their doom. lnkd.in/xTA-8cc

John Martel
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This will be huge! As Amazon starts to collect sales tax in more and
more states you might think that the playing field would be leveled, but
(very often) you would be wrong. Price may be similar, but if you can get
your items the next day or the same day you order, and get them
delivered, local stores still will not be able to compete!
slate.com/articles/business…
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SLATE

Amazon same-day delivery: How the e-commerce
giant will destroy ...

4 days ago ... In response to pressure from local businesses,

many states have passed laws that aim to force Amazon to

collect sales ta...

...others are willing to overlook the extra cost for same-day gratification:

John Theodore Gobble III
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If Amazon accomplishes "Same-Day Delivery" that would be amazing!!!

Ramona Graham
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Now wouldn't that be something if you could place your order in the
morning and get it in the afternoon.

Sean Segel
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Looking forward to this... :) Now, if Amazon were to offer grocery items
with overnight as standard and or same day delivery, that could some
competition for Wallmart...

Who knows? Maybe the increase in sales tax and the guarantee of same-day delivery will be the boon America

needs to bolster its economy. That is, if local businesses can find a way to survive.
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